How Cregaatine could improve
Tennis performance

Basics of Tennis
Tennis is a game of short, repetitive, high-intensity activities interspersed
with rest periods. Because of its complex nature, it depends on both aerobic
and anaerobic energy systems.
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Basics of creatine
Creatine is a derivative of the amino acid glycine and is naturally synthesized in our body, primarily in the liver,
while in smaller quantities, it can be synthesized in the kidneys and pancreas.

Main Benefits of creatine
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Improves brain health
Reduces risk of depression
Improves overall strength and power
Improves body composition
Enhance injury prevention and rehabilitation
Enhance recovery
Possibly beneficial

Creatine
in health

Creatine plays a significant role in energy metabolism as a substrate in the formation of adenosine triphosphate
(ATP) in the process of adenosine diphosphate (ADP) phosphorylation in short and high-intensity activities. In the
first 6 seconds of maximal intensity, 30-50% of creatine is emptied, while after 30 seconds, 80% of creatine is
reduced from muscle.
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Creatine in Tennis
Strategies of creatine supplementions for Tennis players
Dose
Co-ingestion

Loading dose: 20g/day (0.3g/kg/day) for 5-7 days followed by 3-5g/day.
Alternative strategy 0.03g/kg/day
Mix with water and ingest with carbohydrate or proteins

Potentional
benefits

Enhancing performance, enhance recovery, improve training practice…

Prevalence

Around 15% of tennis players consume creatine

Considurations

Only two studies up to date evaluated creatine effects on specific tennis
performance. Neither a high dosage for 5 days (20g/day) nor a load period
of six days (0.3g/kg) followed by a maintenance period (0.03g/kg) of 5
weeks shown any significant improvements.

Potential ergogenic creatine
benefits
Increase single and
repetitive sprint
performance

Increased anaerobic
threshold

Increased work capacity

Greater training tolerance

Enhanced glycogen
synthesis

Around 70% of top 100 players were supplemented in one point of the career with creatine, while 15 % of all tennis players takes creatine supplementation.
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Basics of Cregaatine

Glucagon
stimulator
Substrate
for creatine
kinase

Creggatine is a combination of Creatine and Guanidinoacetic acid (GAA) in 1:1
ratio. GAA is creatine precursor, but it have plethora of other actions. It have all
capabilities of creatine. What make Cregaatine so special is GAA. Its like a puzzle,
GAA continues where creatine have some limitations.

Insulin
stimulator
and
sensitizer

Creatine
precursor

Arginine
replacement

GAA

GABA
agonist

➢ Cregaatine has more entres gates in to the muscule. Due to this
property, it can increase creatine levels in muscles faster and more
successfully and increase energy levels

Antioxidant

Vasodilator

Pro-oxidant

Creatine entrence to the cell

➢ Cregaatine improves weaker muscle groups (upper body) probably
because of more excess to the cells. This is extremely important in
sport like tennis

CT1

GAA entrence to the cell

➢ Cregaatine formulation had smaller rates of non-responders
(e.g. about 20-30% of creatine users are non-responders)
CT1

GAT1

TauT

Passive
deffusion

➢ Cregaatine does not affect body mass and total body water
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Creatine vs CreGAAtine in Tennis
Why is cregaatine better for tennis players ???
It has all the creatine capabilities but adition of GAA gives him a hump over the edge.
CREGAATINE improves weaker muscle groups, usually upper body, which could make
the huge impact on tennis performance (e.g. service, forhand, backhand)
CREGAATINE does not influence body weight and body water, unlike creatine does
CREGAATINE has antioxidant and pro-oxidant capacities
CREGAATINE can enhance recovery

CREGAATINE increases levels of brain creatine more efficiently than any other creatine
supplement. This could influence decision-making strategies and enhance alertness
There is no need for loading phase with CREGAATINE supplementation
CREGAATINE might be a "silver bullet "for tennis players. It's reasonable to assume that it could
have a significant impact on tennis performance.
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